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Abstract—GPUs are often limited by off-chip memory bandwidth. With the advent of general-purpose computing on GPUs, a cache hierarchy has been introduced to filter the bandwidth demand to the off-chip memory. However, the cache hierarchy presents its own bandwidth limitations in sustaining such high levels of memory traffic.

In this paper, we characterize the bandwidth bottlenecks present across the memory hierarchy in GPUs for general-purpose applications. We quantify the stalls throughout the memory hierarchy and identify the architectural parameters that play a pivotal role in leading to a congested memory system. We explore the architectural design space to mitigate the bandwidth bottlenecks and show that performance improvement achieved by mitigating the bandwidth bottleneck in the cache hierarchy can exceed the speedup obtained by a memory system with a baseline cache hierarchy and High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) DRAM. We also show that addressing the bandwidth bottleneck in isolation at specific levels can be sub-optimal and can even be counter-productive. Therefore, we show that it is imperative to resolve the bandwidth bottlenecks synergistically across different levels of the memory hierarchy. With the insights developed in this paper, we perform a cost-benefit analysis and identify cost-effective configurations of the memory hierarchy that effectively mitigate the bandwidth bottlenecks. We show that our final configuration achieves a performance improvement of 29% on average with a minimal area overhead of 1.6%.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advancement of parallel computing in the domain of general-purpose applications, GPUs are increasingly used to address the computational demands of such workloads. Due to high levels of multithreading, such workloads present a high demand on the off-chip memory bandwidth. This has led to the introduction of deeper memory hierarchies to filter the bandwidth demand to the off-chip memory. However, due to high cache miss rates and cache thrashing [1], the off-chip bandwidth bottleneck is only partly mitigated. More importantly, the cache hierarchy exposes its own bandwidth limitations in sustaining such high levels of memory traffic [2].

Traditional approaches in the realm of CPU and GPU view the bandwidth bottleneck largely in the off-chip memory and address it by employing schemes such as efficient scheduling policies [3], incorporating fairness [4], and scaling the memory technology [5]. As a result, the off-chip bandwidth bottleneck is well understood and researched. However, as the bandwidth bottleneck in modern GPUs is distributed across the entire memory hierarchy, addressing the problem only in the off-chip memory no longer serves as a panacea for the entire memory system. Therefore, it motivates us to rethink and evaluate the bandwidth implications of other levels of the memory hierarchy.

To this end, we aim to characterize the severity of the bandwidth problem posed by the three levels of the memory hierarchy, viz., private L1s, shared L2 and off-chip memory, and also characterize the role of peripheral network elements such as interconnects and buffers. In this paper we show that, due to bandwidth limitations, there is severe congestion between the L1 and L2 as well as between the L2 and off-chip memory. Such high levels of congestion lead to increased memory latencies [6], and this has three major implications. 

1. In memory-intensive applications, due to insufficient computation to mask high memory latencies, such latencies appear in the critical path of system performance. 
2. High latencies of outstanding miss requests lead to prolonged contention for cache resources such as Miss Status Holding Registers (MSHRs) and replaceable cache lines. This effect increases memory latencies even further, as succeeding requests get serialized and have to wait for outstanding misses to complete and relinquish the resources.
3. Back pressure from a congested lower level further throttles the cache pipeline and prevents it from operating at peak throughput, exacerbating the bandwidth limitation in the cache hierarchy. A combination of the above factors force the cores to stall, leading to performance degradation. In Fig. 1 we show that memory-intensive applications, when run on a simulated GTX 480 GPU, exhibit high average memory latencies (AML; 452 cycles on average) and spend a considerable fraction of application runtime in a stalled state (62% on average) waiting for memory operations to complete. Additionally, high average L2 hit latencies (L2-AHL; 303 cycles on average) indicate that there is considerable congestion between the L1 and the shared L2 cache and therefore suggests that the high average memory latencies are due to bandwidth limitations in both the cache hierarchy and the off-chip memory.

Fig. 1. Issue-stall cycles, Average Hit Latencies to L2 (L2-AHL) and Average Memory Latencies (AML) for memory-intensive applications.
In order to reduce congestion in the memory system, we explore several design choices at each level of the memory hierarchy and evaluate their efficacy in alleviating the bandwidth bottleneck. We conduct a design space exploration and show that solving the problem in isolation in specific levels of the memory hierarchy can give sub-optimal results and can even be counter-productive, only creating even more congestion elsewhere in the memory system. For instance, we observe that to prevent throttling of L1 cache, increasing the L1 bandwidth by increasing the MSHRs to handle more outstanding misses can lead to performance degradation due to even higher congestion between L1 and L2. We verify this observation on a real GTX 480 GPU chip by increasing the core frequency, effectively increasing the L1 request rate, and observe a performance degradation (detailed discussion in Section VI).

On the other hand, matching the increased bandwidth demand of L1 at the L2 cache significantly improves performance which even exceeds the performance achieved by a memory system with baseline cache hierarchy and High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) DRAM. Therefore, in order to efficiently solve the bandwidth bottleneck, we show that it is imperative to address the bandwidth demand of different memory levels in tandem and provide a synergistic solution. Additionally, we use the insights developed in this paper to perform a cost-benefit analysis and propose efficient ways to mitigate the bandwidth bottlenecks at different levels of the memory hierarchy. Overall, this paper expands the understanding of the bottlenecks across the GPU memory hierarchy and serves as a guide for architects and programmers to optimally scale bandwidth of the memory hierarchy and write bandwidth-sensitive programs respectively.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We quantify the congestion levels across the GPU memory hierarchy and investigate the causes.
- We identify various design choices in the memory system and their efficacy in mitigating the bandwidth bottlenecks.
- We conduct a design space exploration and show that synergistic scaling of L1 and L2 resources can reasonably match or even exceed the benefits of an HBM DRAM.
- We identify cost-effective configurations of the memory hierarchy and observe a performance improvement of up to 29% on average with a minimal area overhead of 1.6%.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Baseline Architecture

In this study, we consider a baseline similar to NVIDIA’s Fermi architecture [7], [8]. However, as the organization of the memory hierarchy is fairly consistent across different architectures, we expect our observations to be applicable to Kepler and Maxwell as well. As shown in Fig. 2, a typical GPU consists of several execution units organized into a set of highly multithreaded SIMT Cores (or simply Cores). A set of register files occupy the highest level in the memory hierarchy and are used to maintain the state of several concurrent threads. The next level is formed by the private caches of a core, viz. L1

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>15 SMs, Greedy-thr-oldest (GTO) scheduler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock frequency</td>
<td>Core @ 1.4 GHz, constant, L2 @ 1.0 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threads per SM</td>
<td>1536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registers per SM</td>
<td>32/64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Memory</td>
<td>4 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Data Cache</td>
<td>16KB, 128B line, 4-way, LRU, write-evict, 32 MSHR entries, 8-entry miss queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Cache</td>
<td>768 KB, 128B line, 8-way, LRU, write-back, 12 banks, 32 MSHRs, 8-entry miss queue, 32B data port width, 8-entry request queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>AMD 16MB DRAM, Command queue for MEC, FIFO-TRQ, 384-bits buswidth, 6 Memory Partitions, 2 DRAM chips/partition, 32-bits buswidth/chip, 8 bytes burst length, 16 DRAM banks/chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM Timing Constraints</td>
<td>CCD=2, RRD=6, RCD=12, RAS=28, RP=12, RC=40, CL=12, WL=4, CDLR=5, WR=12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2. Baseline GPU Architecture**

data cache, shared memory (scratchpad) and read-only texture and constant caches. Private caches are backed by a shared L2 cache that has an access latency of around 120 cycles for non-texture accesses in an uncongested memory hierarchy. The L2 cache is organized into multiple banks and each L2 bank communicate with the cores through a router in the crossbar, which transfers data packets at the granularity of flits. The shared L2 is further backed by an off-chip memory that has an additional access latency of around 100 cycles, excluding arbitration delays within the DRAM, which are governed by DRAM bandwidth. For general-purpose applications, prior works have shown low utilization and contention for register files [9], [10]. Therefore, we focus only on private L1, shared L2 and off-chip memory for bottleneck analysis as register files are seldom a bottleneck in such applications.

B. Simulation Framework

We model a GTX 480 GPU on a cycle-accurate simulator GPGPU-Sim (v3.2.2) [11] with the baseline architecture parameters listed in Table I. We use GPUWatch [12] to compute the area and power in our experiments.

C. Workloads

For the purpose of this study, we use applications from three major general-purpose benchmark suites, viz., Rodinia (v3.0) [13], MapReduce [14] and Parboil [15]. In Table II, we list the memory-intensive benchmarks sorted by the speedup shown on an infinite bandwidth memory system (P∞). We also show the performance improvement observed on a memory system with baseline cache hierarchy and an infinite bandwidth DRAM (PDRAM). We discuss the observations in Section III-B.
III. MOTIVATION

In this section, we motivate the need to mitigate the bandwidth bottleneck in GPUs and discuss the potential benefits.

A. Latency tolerance

Multithreaded processors employ massive thread-level parallelism (TLP) to hide memory latencies. Upon encountering an instruction that is waiting on a long latency memory operation, the corresponding warp is de-scheduled and an active warp (if any) is scheduled, thereby overlapping the latency of memory operation. Therefore, GPUs are usually tolerant to memory latencies. However, memory-intensive applications often run into memory misses causing all of the warps to stall due to pending memory instructions. In such a case, miss latencies get exposed due to lack of sufficient overlapping computation and therefore lie in the critical path, directly impacting performance.

Fig. 3 shows the impact of memory latencies on performance, using a representative set of benchmarks from Table II. In this study, we modify the memory hierarchy of the baseline architecture so that all the L1 miss responses are returned with a fixed and pre-determined latency that is varied in the simulator and is represented on the x-axis. The resultant performance is plotted on the y-axis which is normalized to the performance of the baseline architecture.

We observe that for most benchmarks such as nn, sc and lbm, the performance remains fairly tolerant to modest L1 miss latencies. This is because the cores are able to effectively overlap such latencies with computation, in line with the philosophy of multithreaded architectures. However, when the memory latencies are higher, there is a direct impact on performance, indicating that such high latencies lie in the critical path. For instance, IPC for nn reduces modestly from 3.3× to 3.03× (normalized to baseline IPC) on varying the miss latencies from 0 to 250 cycles. However, further increasing the L1 miss latencies rapidly degrades performance, reducing the IPC to 1.9× in the next 250 cycles. Furthermore, other benchmarks such as leukocyte and dwt2d are sensitive to even small latencies, indicating a lack of sufficient thread-level parallelism.

In addition, we make two major observations about the baseline memory latencies, i.e., the point on the x-axis where the performance curve intercepts the baseline IPC of 1× (shaded region), and therefore, matches the average memory latency of the baseline architecture. 1 For most benchmarks, the baseline memory latencies are significantly higher than the latencies of performance plateau (or peak performance). Therefore, the baseline performance is well beyond the effective operating range of latency tolerance. 2 The baseline memory latencies are also critically higher than the ideal access latencies of L2 (120 cycles) and DRAM (additional 100 cycles via L2). This suggests that there is considerable congestion in the memory system since traversing the memory system takes significantly higher latencies than the minimum memory access latencies of L2 and DRAM. In summary, the above results indicate that there lies a significant opportunity to improve performance by reducing the latencies incurred due to congestion in the memory hierarchy.

B. Performance impact of reducing congestion

In Table II, we have shown the speedup obtained with an infinite bandwidth memory system (P∞) and observe an average performance improvement of 2.37×. In such a case, L1 miss requests do not suffer any congestion-related slowdown in the memory system and only incur the minimum memory access latencies of 120 cycles to L2 (for non-texture accesses) and another 100 cycles to off-chip memory for L2 miss requests. Therefore, the speedup can be mapped to Fig. 3 between the latency range of 120 to 220 cycles, with the average memory latency depending on the L2 miss rate. We also show the performance improvement with an infinite bandwidth DRAM appended to a baseline cache hierarchy (PDRAM). In such a case, L1 miss requests suffer congestion-related slowdown only in the cache hierarchy and access the off-chip memory with a constant 100 cycle latency without incurring any contention or timing limitations in the DRAM. We notice an average performance improvement of only 1.15× which is considerably less than the average P∞, which includes an infinite bandwidth to both caches as well as DRAM. A comparatively lower performance improvement of PDRAM suggests that the existing bandwidth bottleneck in the cache
hierarchy plays a crucial role in increasing the miss latencies and thereby slowing down memory-intensive applications. In the subsequent sections, we investigate the cause of such high congestion in the memory system, focusing not only on the off-chip memory but also on the cache hierarchy since it is critical to performance. We also analyze the finer implications of congestion that cause performance degradation. Using these insights, we explore the opportunities to reduce the congestion-related latencies and show how it translates to performance improvements.

IV. DISSECTING THE BANDWIDTH BOTTLENECK

In a typical memory hierarchy, the bandwidth demand tapers down the memory system [16]. In principle, this is because each level filters the bandwidth demand to the lower level and therefore, the lower levels require only a fraction of bandwidth of the higher levels. However, if the bandwidth provided by the lower level is insufficient to service the bandwidth demand of the higher level, requests queue up in the memory system due to the bandwidth skew between the adjacent levels of the memory. This can lead to congestion in the network between the two levels and as a consequence, requests in the higher level will have to wait for longer durations to get serviced.

In Fig. 4 and Fig 5, we quantify the congestion between adjacent memory levels through an occupancy histogram of access queues to L2 and DRAM respectively. The stacked bars for each benchmark indicate the occupancy levels in the access queue, aggregated throughout the usage lifetime of the queue. We define usage lifetime as the time when the queues are occupied by at least one request. The occupancy histogram of the buffers between the adjacent memory levels, therefore, serves as a measure of the bandwidth skew, and thereby indicates the degree of congestion between the two levels. In Fig. 4 we note that on average, the access queues to L2 are full (indicated by the 100% occupancy bar in black) for 46% of their usage lifetime. Such high congestion aligns with the observation of high L2 access latencies. Similar to the congestion between L1 and L2, high bandwidth demand of L2 misses and low DRAM service rate causes the DRAM access queues to get full leading to congestion between the two levels. In Fig. 5 we note that on average, DRAM access queues are full for 39% of their usage lifetime.

A. Implications of congestion

Limited bandwidth to traverse the memory system, and queuing delays due to congestion, lead to high memory latencies. Such high latencies are critical to system performance and cause performance degradation (as shown in the post-plateau region in Fig. 3). In this subsection, we delve further into the finer implications of high latencies (and congestion) and show how it leads to performance degradation. We summarize the results in Fig. 7.

1) Data and Fetch Hazards: When a warp encounters an instruction that is waiting on a pending memory (or compute) operation due to a data dependency, it is de-scheduled and no longer participates in thread level parallelism. This condition is known as a data hazard. Once the pending memory (or compute) operation completes, the data dependency is resolved and the warp is allowed to resume execution. Since floating-point operation latencies are fairly small, the majority of data hazards are caused by pending loads [17]. When all warps are de-scheduled due to data hazards, which is often the case in memory-intensive applications, the core is forced to stall. In such a scenario, memory latencies contribute directly to stall cycles and govern how soon a warp can be released from a data hazard to continue execution.

Since instruction cache misses share the congested memory system with irregular data misses, high response latencies drain the instruction buffers, thereby de-scheduling the warp at instruction fetch. This is known as a fetch hazard. High instruction cache misses can cause the fetch buffer to drain for all warps. This causes the core to stall until the instruction misses complete and the warp resumes decoding.

2) Structural Hazards: High miss latencies can lead to prolonged contention of limited cache resources that are used to maintain the context of outstanding miss requests. This prevents the cache from sending new miss requests to the lower level in the memory system. This condition is known as a structural hazard. This further adds to the miss latency since the new misses get serialized, as they have to wait for the pending requests to complete and relinquish the resources. A structural hazard can occur due to a lack of free MSHR entries in a cache to hold the context of a new miss request. Since Fermi employs an allocate-on-miss policy for reserving new cache lines, a structural hazard can also be caused due to a lack of replaceable cache lines in a set as all cache lines might be reserved by pending miss requests.

3) Memory back pressure: In a congested memory system, due to the inability of network queues to accept new requests, preceding queues get full. This cascading effect of congestion percolates up to the higher levels of the memory hierarchy and is known as memory back pressure. When memory back pressure reaches the higher level cache, it manifests as a
MISS is also a miss, it encounters a structural hazard. If the fetch queue is full, the miss request is stalled. The stall is resolved when the previous load miss is completed, thereby releasing an MSHR entry. The load miss completes the execution at $t = 8$, after the response for precharge 4 and ALUs begin computation at $t = 5$, completing the execution at $t = 8$. Note that in real systems, the miss latencies exceed hundreds of cycles thereby magnifying the effect of such structural hazards.

4) Discussion: Apart from further increasing the miss latencies, structural hazards (due to lack of cache resources or back pressure) have the following two major effects:

- **Increased hit latencies.** As structural hazards stall the cache pipeline, they prevent the succeeding requests from accessing the cache even if such requests are cache hits. This results in higher latencies for cache hits.

- **Restricted parallelism on cores.** A structural hazard in the last-store unit can cause all warps to stall when they attempt to access the L1 cache. This prevents the independent execution of instructions in the instruction stream from getting issued, as the preceding memory instructions are waiting for the structural hazard to resolve. This serialization of memory and compute instructions prevents the core from hiding any further memory latencies, and thus performance suffers.

In Fig. 6, we illustrate the above two scenarios with the help of an example. In the first case, we assume an MSHR with two entries thereby allowing only two outstanding misses. Whereas in the second case, we assume a higher number of MSHRs that do not pose a structural limitation. For the sake of simplicity, we assume 6 cycles memory latency for an L1 load miss and 4 cycles for an ALU operation. In the first case, upon encountering the first two load misses, $i.e.$, 11 and 12, the MSHR gets full and can no longer accept any more misses. Since 13 is also a miss, it encounters a structural hazard and therefore stalls the L1 cache pipeline, in turn stalling the load-store unit (LSU). A succeeding cache hit in 14 needs to wait to access the L1 cache as there is a blocking 15 waiting for prior misses to relinquish the MSHR resources. Therefore, 14 gets serialized with the outstanding misses leading to a higher hit latency of 14. Additionally, a successive multiplication instruction, 15, needs to wait in the instruction queue as the previous instruction from the same warp is pending at the issue stage. This structural dependency forces the execution units to remain stalled despite an independent multiplication instruction in the instruction stream. Therefore, 15 proceeds with the hit only at $t = 8$, after the response for the first load relinquishes an MSHR entry and unblocks the LSU. Thereafter, multiplication begins at $t = 9$ completing the execution at $t = 12$. In contrast, in the second scenario with no structural hazards, all independent instructions are issued successively. 16 results in a hit at $t = 4$ and ALUs begin computation at $t = 5$, completing the execution at $t = 8$. Note that in real systems, the miss latencies exceed hundreds of cycles thereby magnifying the effect of such structural hazards.

5) Summary: In Fig. 7, we demonstrate the distribution of the core’s issue-stall cycles and attribute the cause of stall to one of the following reasons: data hazard due to a pending memory (data-MEM) or compute (data-ALU) operation; structural hazard due to resource contention in memory unit (str-MEM) or compute unit (str-ALU); and fetch hazard due to lack of instructions in the fetch buffer (fetch). As different warps can encounter different hazards in the same cycle, we consider a stall cycle as a data hazard when no warp can be issued due to existing data dependencies and the corresponding functional units do not pose a structural limitation for at least one warp. Similarly, a stall cycle is considered as a structural hazard when at least one warp, without any data dependencies, can be issued but is forced to stall due to resource contention in the corresponding functional units. We note that structural hazards from the memory stage form a major portion of the stalls with an average of 71% of issue-stall cycles. Data hazards due to pending memory instructions and fetch hazards contribute to 15% and 8% of issue-stall cycles on average, respectively. On average, data and structural hazards due to arithmetic units form very small portions of the issue-stall cycles, i.e., 5.5% and 0.5% respectively.

B. Causes of congestion

In the previous sections, we observed that there is high congestion across the memory hierarchy due to distributed bandwidth bottlenecks that lead to performance degradation. In order to construct the design space for mitigating congestion, we now explore finer causes of congestion by analyzing each memory level in detail.

1) Off-chip memory: Off-chip memory has been studied widely in context of bandwidth utilization [3], [4]. DRAM timing constraints, such as *activate* and *precharge* delays,
prevent DRAM from operating at peak throughput. Such constraints lead to low bandwidth efficiency in the DRAM, i.e., the ratio of time when DRAM is transferring data on the memory bus to the time when there is at least one pending request in the DRAM scheduler queue. Therefore, a bandwidth efficiency of 100% would mean that the DRAM is always operating at peak throughput. In our simulations, we observe a low average bandwidth efficiency of 41% and a maximum of 65% for stencil.

2) L2 cache: Since L2 cache interacts with both DRAM at the lower level and L1 cache at the higher level, a myriad of factors can clog the L2. First, structural hazards due to a lack of MSHRs or non-replaceable cache lines can block the L2 pipeline. Second, memory back pressure due to congestion in the DRAM access queues can stall the L2 miss queue, creating another structural hazard at the L2 cache. Third, a busy L2 data port due to an ongoing cache line fill from DRAM or an ongoing read of an L2 cache line can cause port contention, forcing the subsequent L2 hits to wait before another cache line can be read. And finally, as L2 responses are injected into the crossbar at the granularity of flits (or network packets), it can take several cycles to inject an entire cache line. This forces the L2 responses to wait for long durations in the L2 response queue, eventually asserting back pressure on the L2.

In Fig. 8 we quantify the L2 cache stalls due to the above factors. We note that on average, structural hazards due to lack of MSHRs and replaceable cache lines contribute to 3% and 8% of L2 cache stalls. Memory back pressure from DRAM contribute to 35% of total stalls whereas L2 data port contention leads to 12% of stall cycles on average. Back pressure from L2 response queues due to slow crossbar injection rate leads to 42% of L2 stalls on average, appearing as the main cause of congestion at the L2 cache.

3) L1 cache: We perform a similar analysis for L1 cache to determine the prime factors that stall the L1 cache pipeline. L1 cache can stall due to structural hazards from MSHR as well as due to non-replaceable cache lines, similar to L2 cache. Also structural hazard due to back pressure from L2 can stall the L1 cache pipeline. In Fig. 9 we quantify the impact of such parameters. We note that on average, MSHR and cache line contention contribute to 41% and 11% of total L1 stalls and L2 back pressure is responsible for 48% of L1 stalls. Therefore, back pressure from L2 appears as the major cause in throttling the L1 cache, followed by MSHR contention and cache contention.

4) Summary: The above discussion provides insight into the reasons behind the stalls in the memory system and therefore, serves as a guiding tool in pruning the design space to best mitigate the high congestion between different levels of the memory hierarchy. We also observe the relative importance of parameters across caches. For instance, we note that the scarcity of MSHRs in L1 caches has a huge impact as they contribute to 41% of L1 stalls on average. On the other hand, MSHRs in L2 do not block the L2 cache as they contribute to only 3% of L2 stalls. We also note that back pressure contributes to significant proportion of stall cycles at both L1 and L2 caches.

V. CONSOLIDATING THE DESIGN SPACE

In this section, we use insights from the above analysis to consolidate the design parameters that can be effective in mitigating congestion in the memory hierarchy. In the previous section, we observed that stalls at different levels of the memory hierarchy prevent caches (and cores) from operating at peak throughput. However, removing all such stalls and operating at peak throughput may not always alleviate congestion as the peak throughput itself can be a limiting factor. Therefore, we classify the micro-architectural parameters into the following two categories:

1) Type ‘=’: Parameters that minimize stalls, allowing for the caches and cores to operate at peak throughput.

2) Type ‘+’: Parameters that increase the peak throughput.

In the following subsections, we identify such parameters for the above categories and summarize our architectural design space in Table III.

A. Off-chip memory

The baseline architecture employs First-Ready First-Come-First-Serve (FR-FCFS) scheduling policy that prioritizes accesses to an already opened DRAM row from a pool of pending requests in the scheduler queue to achieve higher row-buffer hits. To maximize the benefit of FR-FCFS scheduling, we increase the scheduler queue size and allow the DRAM to search in a larger pool of pending requests and schedule more row-buffer hits. Maximizing row-buffer hits allows the DRAM to operate closer to the peak DRAM throughput, increasing the bandwidth efficiency. In order to maximize bank-level parallelism, we increase the number of banks per DRAM chip while keeping the size of the DRAM constant. This reduces the number of rows per bank and therefore, spreads the accesses to different banks thereby increasing concurrency. Finally, to
increase the peak throughput of DRAM, we increase the bus width of each DRAM chip.

**B. L2 cache**

To prevent throttling of L2 cache due to back pressure from DRAM, we increase the L2 miss queue size to allow more L2 misses to be buffered in the access path to DRAM. Similarly, we increase the size of the L2 response queue to mitigate the back pressure from the response network. To reduce structural hazards due to cache resources, we increase the MSHRs. Stalls due to lack of non-replaceable cache lines can be resolved by increasing the capacity or associativity of L2 cache. However, such parameters reduce the miss traffic to the lower level thereby altering the bandwidth demand. Since we focus on performance of the memory system given a fixed bandwidth demand, we do not alter these parameters as it leads to an unfair comparison in the context of bandwidth bottlenecks. Instead, we increase the L2 access queue size to allow more requests to be buffered at a stalled L2, avoiding back pressure to L1 cache. Therefore, all the above parameters allow L2 (and higher levels) to operate closer to the peak throughput. Finally, to increase the peak throughput of L2, we increase the L2 data port width, crossbar flit size and L2 banks. We also note that other design parameters such as L2 and crossbar frequencies also achieve the goal of mitigating congestion. However, we restrict ourselves to representative parameters that demonstrate the effect of increasing the L2 bandwidth.

**C. L1 cache**

We reduce the impact of back pressure from L2 cache by increasing the L1 miss queue size. We also increase the MSHRs to reduce the structural hazards. Similar to L2, we do not increase the capacity and associativity of the L1 cache to mitigate cache line contention. Instead, we increase the width of the memory pipeline on the core to allow the load-store unit to buffer more pending cache requests. The above parameters prevent the core from throttling, thereby allowing it to operate closer to the peak throughput.

**VI. DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION**

In this section, we evaluate the design space by scaling the bandwidth of different levels of the memory hierarchy through the architectural knobs listed in Table III. As a typical HBM [5] provides up to 4× bandwidth compared to GDDR5 DRAM, we evaluate similar factor of scaling in other levels of the memory.

**A. Results**

In Fig. 10, we demonstrate the results obtained by scaling the design parameters by a factor of 4×. We begin by discussing the performance improvement by increasing the bandwidth in independent levels of the memory hierarchy. Later, we discuss the combined effects of increasing the bandwidth across adjacent memory levels, followed by scaling the bandwidth across the entire memory hierarchy.

1) **L1 cache:** On increasing the L1 resources, we see an average performance improvement of 4%. We observe the maximum speedup of 240% for mm followed by a speedup of 16% for cf. The reason for the observed speedup lies in the fact that increased resources reduce the structural hazards on L1 cache. This results in better overlap of memory operations with computation and lower latencies of cache hits, as we have illustrated in Fig. 6.

On the other hand, we notice that for some other benchmarks, the performance drops on increasing the L1 resources. For instance, mm and ii suffer a slowdown of 33% and 25% respectively. This is because on one hand, increasing the L1 resources allows the L1 cache to operate at peak throughput, at the same time it also leads to higher congestion between L1 and L2, as the increased bandwidth demand of L1 is not matched by the bandwidth provided by L2. Since higher congestion causes greater interleaving of requests from different cores, requests from the same core (and therefore same warps) get more sparse in the memory system thereby delaying the *tail request* of a warp. Since a core can resume execution only on receiving all the memory requests generated by a warp, it causes significantly higher stalls as none of the cores can resume execution any earlier than baseline. Additionally, we also notice a significantly higher L2 miss rate for applications showing slowdown. For instance, the L2 miss rate increases from 16% to 58% for mm and from 15% to 62% for ii. This is also due to higher interleaving of request streams from different cores that exhibit low inter-core locality thereby causing cache thrashing and destroying the intra-core locality in the L2 cache.

We verify the above behavior on a real GTX 480 GPU by increasing the core frequency for representative benchmarks and note a performance degradation of up to 10%, as shown in Fig. 11. Increasing the core frequency is analogous to increasing the L1 cache resources as it increases the request rate (or bandwidth demand) from L1 to L2. Interestingly, performance improves on reducing the core frequency as the reduced bandwidth demand by L1 resonates well with the bandwidth offered by L2.

2) **L2 cache:** By scaling the L2 cache resources, we observe an average performance improvement of 59%. We observe the maximum speedup of 266% for mm, which is also the most bandwidth-sensitive application. A significant performance im-

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Parameter</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Baseline value</th>
<th>Scaled value (×4×)</th>
<th>Cost-effective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) DRAM</td>
<td>Schedule queue</td>
<td>= 16 entries</td>
<td>64 entries</td>
<td>16 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM Banks</td>
<td>= 16 banks/chip</td>
<td>64 banks/chip</td>
<td>16 banks/chip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus width</td>
<td>= 384-bits</td>
<td>1536-bits</td>
<td>384-bits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) L2 Cache</td>
<td>L2 miss queue</td>
<td>= 8 entries</td>
<td>32 entries</td>
<td>32 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 response queue</td>
<td>= 8 entries</td>
<td>32 entries</td>
<td>32 entries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 access queue</td>
<td>= 8 entries</td>
<td>32 entries</td>
<td>32 entries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 data port</td>
<td>= 32 bytes</td>
<td>128 bytes</td>
<td>32 bytes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flit size (crossbar)</td>
<td>= 32 bytes</td>
<td>128 bytes</td>
<td>32 bytes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 banks</td>
<td>= 12 banks</td>
<td>48 banks</td>
<td>12 banks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) L1 Cache</td>
<td>L1 miss queue</td>
<td>= 8 entries</td>
<td>32 entries</td>
<td>32 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSHR (L.ID)</td>
<td>= 32 entries</td>
<td>128 entries</td>
<td>48 entries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory pipeline width</td>
<td>= 10</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
provision by scaling the L2 parameters signifies the criticality of the L2 bandwidth to the overall system performance.

3) Off-chip memory: Upon increasing the DRAM bandwidth, we observe an average performance improvement of 11%. We observe the maximum speedup of 61% for lbm followed by a speedup of 60% for nn. Note that the improved DRAM bandwidth matches the bandwidth offered by High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) and is representative of HBM performance. We note that the average improvement is in close proximity to the performance improvement of 15% obtained on a memory system with baseline cache hierarchy and an infinite bandwidth DRAM (average $P_{peak}$). However, it is considerably less than the performance improvement achieved on increasing the L2 cache bandwidth.

4) L1 and L2 cache: Upon synergistically increasing the bandwidth of the cache hierarchy, we observe an average performance improvement of 69%. We note that it is higher than the sum of gains obtained by improving the bandwidth in both cache levels independently, i.e., 4% from L1 and 59% from L2. We observe in mm that even though increasing the L1 bandwidth alone resulted in performance degradation of 33%, increasing the L1 bandwidth with L2 results in a performance improvement of 276% which is even higher than 266% obtained by increasing the L2 bandwidth alone. A similar effect is seen in ss. We can therefore conclude that despite a slowdown on increasing the structural resources at L1, synergistic scaling of L1 and L2 results in a much higher performance improvement, which is greater than the standalone improvement of L2. We also observe that the average speedup by mitigating the bandwidth bottleneck in the cache hierarchy (69%) is significantly better than the speedup obtained by a memory system with baseline cache hierarchy and an HBM DRAM (11%).

We note an exception for ii, where combined scaling of L1 and L2 led to a lower speedup when compared to standalone scaling of L2 cache. However, we verify in our experiments that on further increasing the L2 bandwidth, synergistic scaling starts giving better results. This indicates that for ii, the increased L2 bandwidth in Fig. 10 is not yet sufficient for the increased bandwidth demand of L1.

5) L2 and off-chip memory: We observe an average performance improvement of 76% upon increasing the bandwidth at both L2 and DRAM. It is worth noting that it is in close proximity to the average speedup obtained by synergistically scaling the L1 and L2 bandwidth (69%).

6) All memory levels: We observe an average performance improvement of 90% on increasing the bandwidth of the cache hierarchy as well as the off-chip memory.

7) Summary: We conducted a limited design space exploration on architectural parameters relevant to the memory bandwidth in GPUs. We observed an average speedup of 4%, 59% and 11% on increasing the bandwidth of L1, L2 and DRAM alone. We further observed an average speedup of 69% and 76% on increasing the combined bandwidth of L1-L2 and L2-DRAM. Finally, we observed an average speedup of 90% on increasing the bandwidth of the entire memory system. Therefore, we demonstrate the criticality of cache hierarchy in mitigating congestion. We also demonstrate that synergistic scaling yields better results than increasing the bandwidth of the memory levels independently. And finally, we show that mitigating congestion in the cache hierarchy exceeds the benefit obtained by a memory system with HBM DRAM.

VII. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

In Section V, we classified the architectural design space into two categories: Type ‘=’ and Type ‘+’. Later, we evaluated the effect of scaling these parameters by a factor of $4 \times$. However, such a scaling across all parameters is typically not practical due to cost overheads. Therefore, we qualitatively analyze the cost versus benefit associated with the parameters in the design space and arrive at a cost-effective configuration to scale the bandwidth across the memory hierarchy. We summarize the cost-effective configuration parameters in Table III.

A. Cost-effective design space

Type ‘=’ parameters listed in Table III typically include buffers and MSHRs, and enable the memory levels to operate closer to the peak throughput. Buffers are simple structures and present minimal overhead in scaling. However, MSHRs are fully associative arrays and indexing high number of requests can be expensive. Since we have already observed in Fig. 8 that L2 seldom stalls due to MSHR contention, we only consider increasing MSHRs in the L1 cache.

Type ‘+’ parameters in the cache hierarchy such as crossbar flit size, L2 data port width and L2 banks are more complex than simple buffers and MSHRs, and therefore incur considerable cost in scaling. As shown in Fig. 8, L2 data port only contributes to 12% of total L2 stalls on average. Due to its low contribution to the overall L2 stalls, we do not consider it for scaling. On the other hand, back pressure from interconnection network contributes to 42% of L2 stalls on average. While
both L2 banks and flit size improve interconnect bandwidth and resolve such stalls, we do not consider increasing the L2 banks. This is because each L2 bank has an independent port to the crossbar and therefore, increasing the L2 banks would lead to higher number of routers in the crossbar, in turn increasing the router area. In addition, router at the cores would now need to arbitrate over higher number of destinations, increasing the energy demands of the crossbar. Instead, we only increase the flit size of the crossbar as it increases the point-to-point bandwidth without significantly increasing the router area or arbitration energy.

B. Asymmetric Crossbar

The baseline crossbar offers a uniform flit size of 32 bytes for all nodes between core-to-L2 as well as L2-to-core. However, the bandwidth demand of the reply network (L2-to-core) is higher than that of the request network (core-to-L2). This is because the majority of request packets are load requests that amount to only 8 byte packets, whereas the majority of reply packets are load responses that amount to 128 byte cache lines. Although write requests in the request network present a higher bandwidth demand, such requests are relatively infrequent and the latency for such requests is not in the critical path of system performance. Therefore, we consider an asymmetric crossbar with lower request bandwidth (16 bytes) and higher reply bandwidth (48 bytes), henceforth referred to as the 16+48 crossbar configuration. Note that we do not increase the net area of the crossbar as the total number of point-to-point wires in the 16+48 crossbar are same as the baseline 32+32 crossbar. We also discuss other crossbar configurations such as 16+68 and 32+52 with minor cost overheads over the baseline architecture.

C. Results with cost-effective configuration

As shown in Fig. 12, for the 16+48 cost-effective configuration summarized in Table III, we observe an average performance improvement of 23.4%. It exceeds the average performance improvement of 11% with HBM. We note an exception for lavaMD which shows a performance drop of 37%. This is because lavaMD is limited at L1 by the L2 back pressure (Fig. 9) which gets aggravated due to reduced flit size in the request network. Even increasing the interconnect reply bandwidth does not cause much benefit as it is limited at L2 by the data port width (Fig. 8). Additionally, in our experiments we note that a standalone asymmetric crossbar without scaling other L1 and L2 parameters result in a lower speedup of 15.5%, thus emphasizing the importance of synergistic scaling.

We also evaluate 16+68 and 32+52 cost-effective configurations and observe a performance improvement of 29% and 25.7% respectively. While both the above crossbar configurations have equal point-to-point connections in total, we notice higher reward in investing more bandwidth in the reply network due to its higher bandwidth demand.

Overhead: We use GPUWatch [12] to estimate the area of our proposed architecture. We first compute the additional storage required in the cost-effective configuration for buffers and MSHRs. We assume each buffer entry to be 128 byte wide, while each miss queue and MSHR entry to be 8 byte wide. This results in a net storage overhead of 94 KB and amounts to an area overhead of 7.48 mm$^2$ at 40 nm technology, computed using existing values in GPUWatch. This amounts to an overall increase in the die area by around 1.1% with respect to baseline processor architecture area of 700 mm$^2$. We do not report power overhead as it is minimal and within the error margin of the simulator.

The baseline 32+32 interconnection network occupies a total area of 27 mm$^2$, while the wires contribute to 11.6 mm$^2$. Therefore, on increasing the point-to-point connections by 20 bytes in 16+68 and 32+52 crossbar, we incur an additional overhead of 3.62 mm$^2$. Therefore, along with overhead of buffers and MSHRs, the above two configurations result in a net area overhead of around 1.6%.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Several prior schemes have been proposed for GPUs to reduce the performance impact of bandwidth bottlenecks. Kim et al. [17] proposed pre-execution of independent instructions in a warp to minimize the impact of data and structural dependencies. Similarly, Sethia et al. [2] proposed a re-execution queue to reduce the L1 cache hit latencies in presence of structural hazards. These schemes are orthogonal to our work as we aim to reduce the hazards itself, instead of circumventing them, and focus on the bandwidth bottlenecks across the entire memory hierarchy. Other proposals aim to maximize cache utilization to reduce the off-chip bandwidth demand by maximizing locality and using efficient scheduling policies [1].
In contrast, we analyze the bandwidth bottlenecks given a fixed bandwidth demand. Zhao et al. [18] propose a ring-based on-chip network to improve response bandwidth. Ziabari et al. [19] propose an asymmetric NoC architecture to improve energy efficiency by scaling down bandwidth of the request network. On the other hand, we aim to mitigate congestion by scaling up the bandwidth of the response network, in tandem with other cache resources such as MSHRs and buffers across different memory levels.

Analytical models have also been proposed to estimate the optimum cache levels [16] and DRAM parameters [20]. In contrast, we investigate the finer parameters such as MSHRs, cache banks, etc., that lead to congestion in a given memory hierarchy and propose several knobs to improve performance while keeping the cache capacity and levels constant. O’Neil et al. [10] perform sensitivity studies to interconnect and DRAM bandwidths in GPU, whereas we perform an exhaustive analysis of the bottlenecks across the memory hierarchy and motivate the cost-effective design space based on the insights about the stalls in the memory hierarchy. Alsop et al. [21] propose a GPU stall inspector to identify source of stalls in closely coupled heterogeneous CPU-GPU architectures whereas we focus on the bandwidth bottlenecks in discrete GPUs.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this work, we demonstrate the bandwidth limitations posed by the memory hierarchy in GPUs. We observe that the bandwidth bottleneck is distributed across the memory hierarchy and is not limited to the off-chip memory. The bandwidth bottlenecks lead to high congestion in the memory hierarchy, in turn leading to high latencies that appear in the critical path. We characterize the stalls across the memory hierarchy and isolate the causes of congestion at each memory level. As a result, we identify the parameters to enable different levels of the memory hierarchy to operate at peak throughput or increase the peak throughput between adjacent memory levels. Using these architectural knobs, we conduct a design space exploration and show that increasing the bandwidth in isolation at specific levels of the memory hierarchy can be sub-optimal, and can even lead to performance degradation. We also show that the performance improvement obtained by synergistically improving the bandwidth of the cache hierarchy surpasses the speedup achieved by a memory system with baseline cache hierarchy and HBM DRAM. Using the insights developed in this paper, we perform a cost-benefit analysis and identify cost-effective configurations of the memory hierarchy to best mitigate the bandwidth bottlenecks. Our cost-effective configuration comprises of an asymmetric crossbar alongside architectural optimizations to allow L1 and L2 to operate closer to the peak throughput. We show that our final configuration achieves a performance improvement of 29% on average with a minimal area overhead of 1.6%.
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